Tensor decompositions, also named tensor factorizations, are very useful tools for representing and analyzing multi-dimensional data in a compact way. In some cases, tensor decompositions can be viewed as generalizations of matrix decompositions, such as the singular value decomposition (SVD), to higher-order arrays. In addition to enabling multidimensional data processing, tensor models have properties that become possible to solve undetermined solution problems under conditions more relaxed than conventional matrix approaches [1–3].

Recent developments in multilinear algebra have made possible the application of tensor analysis in several areas. In particular, tensor approaches have gained considerable space in wireless communications and mobile networks [4]. The proposition of new factorizations of tensors, as well the study of uniqueness and identifiability conditions, has a great potential to provide remarkable improvements in these fields.

Indeed, in the literature, one can find a wide range of applications of tensor and multilinear algebra in problems such as Internet traffic [5], missing data problems [6], big-data analysis [7], neuron networks [8], image processing [9], design of mobile communication systems [10, 11], and development of receivers for wireless systems [12].

Although much research has been done within this subject, many challenges are still to be explored. The proposition of new tensor decompositions, factorization algorithms, and mathematical properties has a great potential to bring significant impacts in several areas. The purpose of this special issue is to publish original efforts presenting recent advances in tensor decompositions with applications in communication systems and mobile computing.

B. Kurt et al. propose the use of tensor techniques for modeling network flows, which is exploited to solve recovery information problems. The novelty of this work consists in the first application of multiway methods for network monitoring, being an interesting alternative for recovering the true flow length distribution from the sampled traffic data. The data is modeled as a three-way array, with each characteristic being estimated using a nonnegative tensor factorization. The proposed tensor factorization scheme is validated with synthetic data and applied to real-world data with two different sampling methods.

P. R. B. Gomes et al. address the problem of joint downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) channel estimation for millimeter wave (mmWave) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems and develop two tensor-based semiblind receivers by capitalizing on the multilinear structure and sparse nature of the received signal at the BS equipped with a hybrid analog-digital beamforming (HB) architecture. This paper shows the benefits of jointly estimating both the DL and UL channels as a single problem by concentrating most of the processing burden for channel estimation at the BS side, which are attractive features for massive MIMO systems.

L. Liu et al. present a new algorithm to estimate the direction of arrival (DOA) and polarization parameters of signals impinging on an array with electromagnetic (EM) vector-sensors by exploiting the canonical polyadic
decomposition (CPD) of tensors. In addition to spatial and temporal diversities, further information from the polarization domain is exploited. The authors show that the parameters can be estimated by virtue of the diversities of the spatial and polarization belonging to the factor matrices, rather than using conventional subspace methods.

M. T. de Oliveira et al. address a practical DOA problem by proposing a low-cost antenna array-based drone tracking device for outdoor environments. The proposed solution is divided into hardware and software parts. The hardware part of the proposed device is based on off-the-shelf components such as an omnidirectional antenna array, a 4-channel software defined radio (SDR) platform with carrier frequency ranging from 70 MHz to 6 GHz, a FPGA motherboard, and a laptop. The software part includes algorithms for calibration, model order selection (MOS), and DOA estimation, including specific preprocessing steps and a tensor-based estimator to increase the DOA accuracy.

With this special issue, we hope that readers will be interested in applications of tensor decompositions and they will find this issue helpful for their research.
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